Library staff and GSA representatives came together to discuss the possibility of having a space in the library for graduate students.

Currently:

- Have individual rooms on the Messax (the odd floor no one can find)
- Have one group study room.
- Library is open the same amount of hours for grad and undergrad students

Ideas:

- Community room with lockers
  - Locked space for students to keep their books
  - Locked shelves
- Safer area for individual study space (rooms currently only have one lock, in the back corner)
- Have hours available for just graduate student
  - Access card
  - Will email survey out to see what hours students are looking and hoping for.
  - peterj@wcu.edu

Problems:

- Space - currently maxed out a library
- Money - we are a small school, we never have money.

Will stay in contact with the library and GSA will be more present than in past years.